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PUBLIC VERSION

Before the

COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Washington D.C

In the Matter of

Docket No 2005-5 CRB DTNSRA

Digital Performance Right in Sound

Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings

For New Subscription Service

INTRODUCTORY MEMORANDUM
TO THE WRITTEN DIRECT

STATEMENT OF SIRIUS SATELLITE RADIO INC

Sirius Satellite Radio Inc Siriussubmits this introductory memorandum of its

written direct statement for the convenience of the Copyright Royalty Judges This

proceeding concerns among other things the sound recording fees applicable to the

service Sirius provides the Sirius/Dish Service by transmitting certain channels of its

audio programming service over EchoStars Dish Network satellite television service

Dish Network Sirius presents the testimony of Douglas Kaplan and Steve Blatter

and joins with XM Satellite Radio Inc in presenting the testimony of Dr Tasneem

Chipty

Sirius proposes fee based on Dr Chiptys analysis equal to $O.001235 per

subscriber per month for the performance and ephemeral recording rights at issue in this

proceeding The proposed fee will apply from the inception of the service through the

term applicable to this proceeding For years after 2008 Sirius proposes that the rate

should be adjusted by the Producer Price Index for Cable Networks Sirius also proposes

payment terms and notice and recordkeeping terms
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Sirius witnesses testify as follows

Douglas Kaplan Sirius Senior Vice President for Business Affairs and

Business Development Entertainment and Sports testifies that primary business of Sirius

is its subscription Satellite Digital Audio Radio Service the SDARS Service offering

more than 130 channels of music sports news talk and entertainment programming He

also testifies that the Sirius/Dish Service is provided by Sirius to expose the Sirius

SDARS Service to potential new subscribers Mr Kaplan testifies that II

Mr Kaplan also explains that because sound recording copyright owners are

compensated for the SDARS Service any obligation to pay royalties for the Sirius/Dish

Service would be double counting Mr Kaplan will describe Sirius proposed fee and

terms

Steve Blatter is Senior Vice President for Music Programming at Sirius

supervising employees who create and maintain the 64 Sirius music channels His 20

year career has been in radio programming and marketing at the local and national levels

He has had extensive dealings with record companies as they seek radio air time to

promote their sales He will testify that Sirius is part of the radio industry but its music

channels face additional and unique challenges iiprovide enormous added value to

listeners and iii confer valuable promotional benefits on record companies He will

explain what Sirius must do to select develop test market and implement its 64 music

channels showing that the Sirius presentations are highly creative in themselves and

make available great deal of music that listeners otherwise would never encounter via
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the inherently limited play lists of ordinary terrestrial radio He also will discuss how

record companies covet the promotional benefits of Sirius air time and make extensive

efforts to persuading Sirius to play their music which they provide to Sirius for free

Dr Tasneem Chipty Vice President at CRA International analyzes what

would be reasonable royalty in this proceeding to be paid in competitive market by

willing music programming service to willing seller for the provision of digital audio

channels to be offered as part of bundled package of channels by television service to

its residential consumers Specifically Dr Chipty estimates both reasonable royalty

rate and reasonable attributed revenue base

With regard to the reasonable royalty rate Dr Chipty analyzes three potential

benchmarks available for determining the rate in this proceeding ASCAP and BIvils

recent proposals to Sirius for use of musical works rights in public performances on

DISH Music Choices rate with BMI and the pre-existing digital audio radio

subscription services rate applicable to pre-existing subscription services She then

considers adjustments to account for material differences between the benchmarks and

the XM and Sirius services at issue in this proceeding Upon consideration of available

benchmarks Dr Chipty concludes that competitive rate under the willing buyer

willing seller standard ranges between
11 of revenues

earned for providing bundle of audio music channels delivered over television service

With regard to the reasonable attributed revenue base Dr Chipty testifies that

Sirius and XMs core business is subscription satellite radio direct to the consumer and

that the significance to Sirius and XM of carriage on satellite television stems from its

subscriber acquisition value in attracting new subscribers to that core line of business
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Dr Chipty concludes that consideration of the terms of Sirius and XM agreements with

DISH and DirecTV suggests that the actual value associated with the agreements is

difficult to interpret She also testifies that these terms conflate the direct value of

providing music content to television system with the promotional value of carriage on

television system to Sirius and XMs satellite radio services

Accordingly Dr Chipty estimates an attributed revenue base for Sirius and XM

based on the revenues earned by Music Choice one of the pre-existing services from

cable operators for provision of bundle of audio music channels to be sold as part of

larger package of video programming She concludes that these attributed revenues

based on Music Choice provide an upper bound on reasonable revenue base for Sirius

on the DISH Network and XM on DirecTV Dr Chipty testifies that at most these XM

and Sirius services should generate per subscriber per month for bundle of

audio music channels for distribution to residential subscribers

Using the lower end of her proposed royalty rate and her attributed revenue base

Dr Chipty calculates per subscriber royalty fee of 0.1235 cents per month She testifes

that adjusted annually for inflation using the Cable Networks Producer Price Index such

per subscriber fee is in the range she estimates for reasonable royalty Dr Chipty
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testifies that her analysis of both the reasonable royalty rate and the reasonable attributed

revenue base is conservative and on balance overstates the appropriate fee

Respectfully submitted

tvti
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Karyn Ablin D.C Bar No 454473

Matthew Astle D.C Bar No 488084
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Washington DC 20006
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Counsel for Sirius Satellite Radio Inc

October 30 2006
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Rates and Terms

PART 26 -- RATES AND TERMS FOR SUBSCRIPTION TRANSMISSIONS AND
THE REPRODUCTION OF EPHEMERAL RECORDiNGS BY NEW BUNDLED
SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES

Sec

26_ General

26_.2 Definitions

26_.3 Royalty fees for public performance of sound recordings and the making of

ephemeral recordings

26_.4 Administrative provisions

26_.5 Confidential information and statements of account

26_.6 Notice and Recordkeeping

26_.1 General

Scope This part 26_ establishes rates and terms of royalty payments for the

public performance of sound recordings and the reproduction of multiple ephemeral

recordings by new digital audio services offered by television programming services in

accordance with the provisions of 17 U.S.C 112e and 114 for the period from

November 2005 through December 31 2012

Relationship to voluntary agreements Notwithstanding the royalty rates and

terms established in this part the rates and terms of any license agreements entered into

by Copyright Owners and Licensees shall apply in lieu of the rates and terms of this part

to transmissions within the scope of such agreements

26.2 Definitions

For purposes of this part the following definitions shall apply

Copyright Owner is sound recording copyright owner who is entitled to

receive royalty payments under 17 U.S.C 112e or 114g

Designated Agent is any agent designated by the Librarian of Congress for

the receipt and distribution of royalty payments made pursuant to this part

Licensee means an owner or operator of digital audio service that is offered

by television service provider and includes the Licensees parent subsidiaries and

divisions

Term means the period commencing November 2005 and continuing

through December 31 2012
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26_.3 Royalty fees for public performances of sound recordings and the making of

ephemeral recordings

Royalty Commencing with the first calendar quarter following the setting of the

rate and continuing through December 31 2012 the quarterly royalty fee to be paid by

Licensee for the public performance of sound recordings pursuant to 17 U.S.C

11 4d2 and the making of any number of ephemeral phonorecords to facilitate such

performances pursuant to 17 U.S.C 112e shall be calculated as 0.1235 cents

$0.001235 per month per subscriber times the average number of monthly United States

subscribers of the television service who receive Licensees audio service

Payments Payments made by Licensee shall be due 60 days after the close of

each calendar quarter for which the payment is being made

Late Fee If Licensee fails to make any payment under this part when due and

following ten days after receipt of written notice from Designated Agent the Licensee

shall pay late fee on any overdue amount of 0.5 0% per month or the highest lawful

rate whichever is lower from the date of receipt of written notice until the date full

payment is received by Designated Agent

Weekends and Holidays In the event the deadline for any payment due under

this part falls on day which is not business day payment shall be due on the next

business day

Revenue Adjustment Beginning in January 2009 the Attributable Monthly
Subscriber Revenue shall be adjusted annually according to the Bureau of Labor

Statistics Producer Price Index for Cable Networks in comparison to January 2008

Past Payment Payments for the license period prior to the first calendar quarter

following the setting of the rate shall be made along with the first payment following the

setting of the rate

26.4 Administrative provisions

Audit

Designated Agent may audit compliance by the Licensee with the

royalty payment provisions of these regulations If there is more than one Designated

Agent all Designated Agents shall mutually retain single auditor to perform single

audit on Licensee

ii An audit pursuant to this section may be conducted no more than once

every three years and no more than once in any given year An audit of any year in

the Term may be conducted only once Audits shall be conducted during regular

business hours at mutually agreeable time provided that an audit shall commence no

later than 90 days following written request for audit
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iii Audits shall be performed by an independent auditor according to

generally accepted auditing standards

iv If as result of the audit the parties agree or in the absence of such

agreement there is final determination that Licensee has underpaid royalties by 10 or

more percent within 60 days of such determination the Licensee shall pay the amount of

the underpayment with interest at the rate provided in 28 U.S.C 1961 plus reasonable

out-of-pocket costs incurred by the auditor

If as result of the audit the auditor determines that Licensee has

overpaid royalties the Licensee may credit against future royalty payments the amount of

such overpayment plus interest accrued at the rate provided in 28 U.S.C 1961 and

shall pay the Licensees reasonable out-of-pocket costs incurred from the audit

26_.5 Confidential information and statements of account

For purposes of this part confidential information shall include statements of account

and any information pertaining to the statements of account designated as confidential by
the Licensee filing the statement Confidential information shall also include any
information so designated in confidentiality agreement which has been duly executed

between Licensee and an interested party or between one or more interested parties

Provided that all such information shall be made available for the verification

proceedings provided for in 2.4 of this part

Licensee shall submit quarterly statements of account on form provided by the agent

designated to collect such forms and the quarterly royalty payments

statement of account shall include only such information as is necessary to compute
the accompanying royalty payment Additional information beyond that which is

sufficient to verify the calculation of the royalty fees shall not be required or included on
the statement of account

Access to the confidential information pertaining to the royalty payments shall be

limited to

Those employees agents consultants and independent contractors of the

designated agent subject to an appropriate confidentiality agreement who are engaged in

the collection and distribution of royalty payments hereunder and activities directly

related hereto who are not also employees or officers of sound recording copyright

owner or performing artist and who for the purpose of performing such duties during the

ordinary course of employment require access to the records and

iiAn independent and qualified auditor who is not an employee or officer of

sound recording copyright owner or performing artist but is authorized to act on behalf
of the interested copyright owners with respect to the verification of the royalty payments
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The designated agent or any person identified in paragraph of this section shall

implement procedures to safeguard all confidential financial and business information

including but not limited to royalty payments submitted as part of the statements of

account using reasonable standard of care but no less than the same degree of security

used to protect confidential financial and business information or similarly sensitive

information belonging to the designated agent or such person

Books and records relating to the payment of the license fees shall be kept in

accordance with generally accepted accounting principles for period of three years

These records shall include but are not limited to the statements of account records

documenting an interested partys share of the royalty fees and the records pertaining to

the administration of the collection process and the further distribution of the royalty fees

to those interested parties entitled to receive such fees

26_.6 Notice and Recordkeeping

General This Exhibit prescribes rules under which Licensees shall serve copyright

owners with notice of use of their sound recordings what the content of that notice

should be and under which records of such use shall be kept and made available

Definition Report of Use of Sound Recordings Under Statutory License

sometimes referred to as Report of Use is the sole report of use required to be

provided by Licensee under this Agreement

Service Reports of Use shall be served upon SoundExchange Licensees shall have

no obligation to provide Reports of Use for any period prior to January 2006

Licensees shall serve Reports of Use on SoundExchange by no later than the ninetieth

day after the close of each month Reports of Use shall be served by certified or

registered mail or by other means provided in SoundExchanges File and Reports of

Use Delivery Specifications filed in the Copyright Office in Docket No RM 2002-lB or

agreed upon by Licensee and SoundExchange

Content

Report of Use of Sound Recordings under Statutory License shall be

identified as such by prominent caption or heading and shall include Licensees

intended or actual playlist for each channel and each day of the reported month
except that no reporting requirement shall apply to channels reasonably classified

as news talk or sports Subject to paragraph d2 of this Exhibit each intended

or actual playlist shall include consecutive listing of every recording scheduled

to be or actually transmitted as the case may be and shall contain the following

information in the following order

The name of the service or entity

The channel
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The sound recording title

The featured recording artist group or orchestra

The retail album title

The marketing label of the commercially released and available album

or other product on which the sound recording is found

The catalog number for albums or other products commercially

released

The International Standard Recording Code ISRC embedded in the

sound recording where available and feasible for albums or other

products commercially released after 1998

Where available the copyright owner information provided in the

copyright notice on the retail album or other product e.g following the

symbol the letter in circle or in the case of compilation albums

created for commercial purposes in the copyright notice for the individual

sound recording for commercially released albums or other products

The date of transmission

The time of transmission and

The release year of the retail album or other product as opposed to an

the individual sound recording as provided in the copyright notice on the

retail album or other product e.g following the symbol the letter in

circle if present or otherwise following the symbol the letter in

circle for commercially released albums or other products

Notwithstanding paragraph d1 of this Exhibit

In the case of programming provided to Licensee by third party

programmer

if such programming is provided to the Licensee under

contract entered into before the Execution Date and not thereafter

amended or renewed then the Licensee shall have no obligation to

provide Reports of Use with respect to that programming and

ii the Licensee shall use commercially reasonable efforts to

include in any new contract for programming or any amendment

or renewal of such contract requirement that the provider of

programming provide the Licensee the information required by
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paragraph d1 of this Exhibit or in the case of programming

consisting of simultaneous retransmission of an over-the-air

terrestrial AM or FM radio broadcast by broadcaster that also

transmits such programming over the Internet such information as

may from time to time be required by Copyright Office regulations

relating to the broadcasters transmissions over the Internet and

the Licensee shall provide SoundExchange Reports of Use

containing the information provided by the third party programmer

In any case in which Licensee does not provide Reports of Use for

programming provided to Licensee by third party programmer the

Licensee shall report to SoundExchange the relevant channel and the

reason it is unable to provide such Reports of Use

Licensees only shall be required to provide the information identified

in paragraph through and of this Exhibit to the extent that

such information can be provided using commercially reasonable efforts

Licensees shall not be required to provide information with respect to

an incidental performance that both makes no more than incidental use

of sound recordings including but not limited to brief musical transitions

in and out of commercials or program segments brief performances

during news talk and sports programming brief background performances

during disk jockey announcements brief performances during

commercials of sixty seconds or less in duration or brief performances

during sporting or other public events and ii other than ambient music

that is background at public event does not contain an entire sound

recording and does not feature particular sound recording of more than

thirty seconds as in the case of sound recording used as theme song

Signature Reports of Use shall include signed statement by the appropriate officer

or representative of the Licensee attesting under penalty of perjury that the information

contained in the Report is believed to be accurate and is maintained by the Service in its

ordinary course of business The signature shall be accompanied by the printed or

typewritten name and title of the person signing the Report and by the date of signature

Other Media If Licensee makes digital audio transmissions of sound recordings in

any medium other than through its SDARS reports containing the elements set forth in

paragraph of this Exhibit shall be deemed to satisfy the Licensees obligations to

identify the sound recordings used in such transmissions in contrast to any obligations

the Licensee may have under applicable regulations to provide information concerning

matters other than the identity of such sound recordings

Format Reports of Use shall be provided in accordance with SoundExchanges File

and Reports of Use Delivery Specifications filed in the Copyright Office in Docket No
RM 2002-lB
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Confidentiality

1.1 LflDefinition Confidential Information means information submitted

by Licensee to SoundExchange in Report of Use that is uniquely specific to

Licensee including without limitation the number of performances made by the

Licensee and the identification of particular sound recordings as having been

performed by the Licensee but not any information that at the time of delivery to

Sound Exchange is generally known to the public or subsequently becomes

generally known to the public through no fault of SoundExchange including

without limitation information identifying sound recordings themselves

1.2 Use of Confidential Information SoundExchange shall not use any
Confidential Information for any purpose other than royalty collection and

distribution determining and enforcing compliance with statutory license

requirements and the requirements of this Agreement and activities directly

related to the foregoing provided that SoundExchange may report Confidential

Information to its members in form in which information pertaining to both

Licensees is aggregated with information pertaining to other statutory licensees

such that Confidential Information pertaining to Licensees either individually or

collectively cannot readily be identified

1.3 Disclosure of Confidential Information Access to Confidential

Information shall be limited to those employees agents attorneys consultants

and independent contractors of SoundExchange subject to an appropriate

confidentiality agreement who are not also employees or officers of Copyright
Owner or Performer and who for the purpose of performing such duties during
the ordinary course of their work require access to Confidential Information

SoundExchange also may disclose Confidential Information to successor or

assignee permitted by this Agreement

Documentation Licensees shall for period of at least three years from the date of
service of the Report of Use keep and retain copy of the Report of Use

Regulation If the Copyright Royalty Board the Librarian of Congress or other

judicial body or administrative or regulatory agency adopts regulations for Notice and

Recordkeeping or Reports of Use applicable to Licensees or other services under the

114d statutory license that are considered by Licensee to be in the aggregate more
favorable than those set forth in this section Licensee shall inform SoundExchange
within 90 days thereafter if Licensee determines to provide Reports of Use pursuant to

such other regulations
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Before the

COPYRIGHT ROYALTY BOARD
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Washington D.C

In the Matter of

DOCKET No 2005-5 CRB DTNSRA

Digital Performance Right in Sound

Recordings and Ephemeral Recordings

For New Subscription Service

Written Direct Testimony of Douglas Kaplan

am Douglas Kaplan Senior Vice President for Business Affairs and Business

Development Entertainment and Sports of Sirius Satellite Radio Inc Sirius offer this

statement in support of Sirius written direct statement in this proceeding

Sirius is filing this written direct statement with respect to the transmission of certain

channels of its audio programming service the Sirius/Dish Service over the Dish Network

satellite television service Dish Network

The primary business of Sirius is its subscription Satellite Digital Audio Radio Service

the SDARS service offering more than 120 channels of music sports including among

others the NFL and NBA news including among others Fox News CNN and NPR talk

including among others things political talk and other entertainment programming including

among others Howard Stem and Martha Stewart to its subscribers over its satellite system The

Sirius SDARS service is preexisting satellite digital audio radio service Preexisting

SDARS under section 114 of the Copyright Act The statutory license fees for Preexisting

SDARS will be established in the Preexisting Services Proceeding Docket No 2006-1 CRB

DSTRA which is occurring contemporaneously with this proceeding
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Prior to assuming my current position was Vice President and Deputy General Counsel

of Sirius In that capacity negotiated the agreement with EchoStar Communications Corp and

its affiliates collectively EchoStar pursuant to which channels from the Sirius SDARS

service are provided over the Dish Network to subscribers of the Dish Network The Sirius

channels are included in all but the most basic of the video packages made available to Dish

subscribers Subscribers are not charged any additional fee for receiving the Sirius channels and

Dish did not change its package prices when the Sirius channels were added

II

JJ Sirius business depends upon its gaining SDARS subscribers and it has found that

one effective method for introducing the service to consumers is through sampling or allowing

people to listen to the various channels of its service Sirius agreement with Echo Star was

way to expose the Sirius SDARS service to millions of potential subscribers
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11

The marketing and exposure benefits gained by Sirius from its agreement with EchoStar

are designed to and indeed do accrue completely to the SDARS service Record companies and

performing artists already receive royalties from Sirius for its provision of the SDARS service

and those royalty fees will be established in the Preexisting Services Proceeding Any added

obligation by Sirius to pay royalties under the EchoStar agreement based on the marketing and

exposure benefits received by Sirius would be double counting

Notwithstanding the fact that Sirius believes the value of the EchoStar agreement is

exposure of its SDARS service and that royalties are double-payments Sirius has been paying

sound recording performance royalties as Preexisting Subscription Service IF

That fee was originally set based on

our incomplete understanding of what Music Choice paid SoundExchange for its preexisting

subscription service as show of good faith and to avoid controversy with SoundExchange

Our attempt to avoid controversy with SoundExhange failed Despite the fact that SoundExchange took our

money as PSS and would not yet be entitled to any payments if the Sirius/Dish Service were New Subscription

Service SoundExchange nevertheless claimed that the service was New Subscription Service SoundExchanges

position on the status of the Sirius/Dish Service was recently upheld by the Copyright Office we therefore have

advanced paid substantial amount to which SoundExchange was not entitled
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11

The current regulations call for preexisting subscription services to pay 7.25% of their

monthly gross revenue 68 Fed Reg 39837 39840 July 2003 This rate applies to music

services offered in bundle with cable or satellite television packages in the same manner as the

Sirius/Dish Service

10 We understand that the 7.25% rate was negotiated in settlement of rate proceeding and

it was established in the context of ongoing litigation in the BMI Rate Court between Music

Choice and BMI In that case BMI was seeking fee of 3.75% of the licensees revenues

Music Choice was offering to pay 1.75% of its revenue The Court of Appeals on January 14

2003 had just reversed the district courts initial decision to adopt Music Choices proposed

1.75% fee United States BMI In re Application of Music Choice 316 F.3d 189 2nd Cir

2003 On remand the district court adopted BMIs proposed 3.75% rate That decision also

was vacated by the Court of Appeals

11 BMI and Music Choice ultimately settled their dispute We are not privy to the

settlement

In the meantime Sirius has received

firm offers for its Sirius/Dish Service from both ASCAP and BMI at rates of FE
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The aggregate fee for all musical

works performance rights for services such as the Sirius/Dish Service will therefore be at most

plus small increment to account for SESACs repertory

which is about 4% of all music.2 Using the fees proposed by BMI and ASCAP to Sirius as an

upper bound and allowing increment for SESAC it is reasonable to conclude that the

fair market fee for the entire musical work performance right for this type of service is

12 It is reasonable to conclude that the fee for the sound recording performance right for this

type of service should be no more than 11 If anything the fee should be below 11

because among other things the promotional value of Sirius sound recording performances

that accrues to sound recording copyright owners significantly exceeds the value that accrues to

the music publisher and songwriters and iithe other reasons set forth in paragraph 56 of the

testimony of Dr Tasneem Chipty being offered by Sirius in this proceeding

13 II

Sirius recognizes however that the Act

requires some minimum fee to be set The preexisting services rule requires minimum

payment of $100000 For want of better estimate of value Sirius would accept minimum fee

of that amount

Based on testimony before the House Intellectual Property Subcommittee understand SESAC claims to license

about 4% of the music played on radio See Exhibit SIR NSS Ex Response H.1. Even this is likely to involve

double counting as much SESAC music is also licensed by ASCAP or BMI
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14 Even if however the package of advertising promotional and marketing benefits

provided by EchoStar under the agreement is to be taken into account that package should be

evaluated at its fair market value not the value of the benefits stated in the agreement

II

15

Apart from promotional

value for which SoundExchange will be compensated in the SDARS proceeding that is the

reasonable value Sirius has obtained in exchange for providing Sirius channels to EchoStar

16 Dr Chipty testifies that it is not possible to determine the value of the EchoStar

agreement based on the consideration stated in the agreement Instead she determines the value

of agreement and therefore the revenue base against which to apply the fee rate based on

comparable business that is selling the serviceMusic Choice Sirius agrees with Dr Chiptys

observation at 46 48 that there is no evidence to suggest that revenue varies proportionally

with the number of channels offered Accordingly her per-channel per-subscriber revenue

calculation over-states the value of the Sirius/Dish Service

17 In light of the fact that the value of the Sirius/Dish Service to the willing buyer here

Sirius is essentially entirely in the promotional benefits to the SDARS Service for which

SoundExchange is already paid and the fact that Dr Chipty analysis makes several significant
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conservative assumptions Sirius is proposing fee for performances and ephemeral recordings

made to facilitate such performances based on the low end of Dr Chiptys rate and revenue

ranges Specifically Sirius is proposing per-subscriber fee based on imputed revenue of

El cents per subscriber and II of revenue or $O.001235 per subscriber per

month This fee should apply from the inception of the service through the term applicable to

this proceeding For years after 2008 the rate should be adjusted by the Producer Price Index for

Cable Networks In addition have reviewed the terms including the notice and recordkeeping

terms being proposed by Sirius and believe they are reasonable to both the licensee and licensors

Sirius has systems in place to comply with the proposed notice and recordkeeping terms and

requiring different obligations would work significant hardship on Sirius The regulations we

are proposing are the same as we are proposing for our SDARS

Declaration

declare under penalty of perjury pursuant to 28 U.S.C 1746 that the foregoing written direct

statement is true and correct Originally signed on October 30 2006 in New York New York

Douglas aarf
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Questions for SESAC

What percentage of SESACs contracts with artists requires exclusive representation

ANSWER

As Stephen Swid Chairman and CEO of SESAC stated in his oral testimony before this

Subcommittee on May 11 2005 SESAC has not entered into any exclusive licensing

arrangements with composers and music publishers In one single instance SESAC did enter

into an agreement for exclusive representation of composers interest in his works only thus

allowing any music user to license directly with the music publisher for performing rights

Would SESAC object to statutory language that required all PROs to offer only non-

exclusive contracts

ANSWER

Yes There is nothing per se improper or illegal about exclusive contracts Indeed the

very agreements into which TMLC local television station members enter with program

producers call for exclusivity in given market SESAC believes that the requirement of non-

exclusive contracts imposed upon ASCAP and BMI by the Department of Justice under their

respective Consent Decrees are punitive remedies in response to their anticompetitive conduct

and monopolistic market power These remedies include provisions that fence in the conduct

of ASCAP and BMI that is they prohibit these PROs from engaging in certain kinds of conduct

that would otherwise be lawful if the firms had not restrained competition To impose such

remedies on SESAC small business concern that is not being charged with conduct in violation

of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act would be punitive Antitrust courts have long recognized that

exclusive contracts especially when used by firms with small market shares have significant

benefits for all parties in reducing transaction costs and creating incentives to exploit fuily the

copyright owners works Because ASCAP and BMI already are subject to the nonexciusivity

requirement any such statutory language addressed to all PROs would effectively single out

SESAC for punitive treatment Drawing an analogy from recent news headlines to the same

extent that Martha Stewarts competitors should not be expected to wear electronic monitoring

bracelets and suffer home confinement like Ms Stewart during her probation SESAC should not

be asked or compelled to undertake the punitive remedies imposed upon ASCAP and BMI by the

Department of Justice SESAC should not be made to pay the price for other parties

misbehavior

Would SESAC be willing to negotiate in advance with syndicators of television shows

formula for the royalties that would be due from the use of background music in television

shows

ANSWER

if music publishers chose to license their music directly such license would encompass

all music contained in the program including background theme and feature music In any

TN39465.5
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event negotiating with syndicators of television shows would be of no use to them or to SESAC

to the best of SESACs knowledge the syndicators do not own or control the rights to license the

music contained in the television programs In almost all instances the musical compositions

created for television shows are works for hire The copyrights in the music and the

corresponding right to license it are owned or controlled by the music publisher who in many
instances is an entity related to either the program producer or the local television station owner

Despite these interlocking relationships each of the entities apparently seeks to justify its

existence and maximize its profits on stand alone basis Among them the music publisher

desires to get paid fairly and reasonably for the music contained in the program that music is

creative work and an integral part of the program which adds substantial value to it The local

television stations choose not to negotiate for and obtain public performance rights in the music

up front during either the pilot airings or first season network run but choose instead to pay

for the music rights on the back end when they know which programs have been successful

and will be offered in syndication Even at this point the television stations can negotiate

directly with the producer/publisher often related entity or the composer who created the

work for hire to obtain the public performance rights

For example ABC/Disney currently produces Greys Anatomy new 2005 hour-long

drama appearing on the ABC television network during prime time on Sunday evenings The

music publishing rights to the music in that series are owned by South Song/ABC/Disney

Perhaps the question should be posed to the TMLC Has any local television station

approached the music publisher with formula to acquire the publishing rights in the event that

program is placed in syndication or has any local television station offered fee to directly

license the public performance rights to the music in the event that Greys Anatomy is

syndicated five years from today The same question could be asked concerning other

currently popular network programs such as Desperate Housewives where the music is

published by Buena Vista Disney/ABC subsidiary

The TMLC the Radio Music License Committee and other large industiy negotiating

groups ironically complain that SESAC has market power over certain types of music But there

is no question that even assuming their incorrect arguments for the moment their members use

many musical works from SESAC that do not fall in this category of supposed monopoly

power It is textbook antitrust analysis that where seller competes in market with some

products in which it may have some element of market power and others where it does not

buyers can punish the seller for trying to act anticompetitively with respect to the former

products by exercising their negotiating strength with respect to the latter products Of course

SESAC does not and cannot have market or monopoly power over any particular type of music

and these licensee groups have not offered any evidence to the contrary The negotiating

committees have not shown that SESAC has dominant share of type of music or that there

are no composers who are currently working or could enter the business to write certain type of

music for television shows commercials or other programs

Would SESAC be willing to accept an automatic licensing provision similarto the

ASCAP/BMI automatic licensing provision that grants license once an application is filed
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ANSWER

No The automatic licensing requirement which grants license once an application is

filed is remedial measure imposed by the Department of Justice upon ASCAP and BMI to

offset those entities monopolistic market power and anticompetitive practices that gave rise to

--the Consent Decrees It would be unfair to expect SESAC small business that is neither

monopolist nor copyright abuser to willingly accept the punitive remedies that the Department

of Justice has deemed appropriate for ASCAP and BMI To impose this automatic licensing

requirement upon SESAC would encourage potential licensees to nickel and dime SESAC

indefinitely and effectively discourage resolution of licensing discussions because the potential

licensee would know that there was no downside Taken to its logical extreme this

mechanism would permit music users to obtain SESAC licenses without ever coming to terms on

fee amount For example the average SESAC license fee per day for health clubs is $.24

Under an automatic licensing requirement if any health club contended that this fee was

excessive and sought instead to pay for example $.23 per day the club would know that any

dispute resolution would be exponentially more expensive for SESAC than the amount in

dispute all the while the club would be permitted to use SESAC music indefinitely without

paying any fees

Although SESAC is not litigious company and does not have history of suing music

users who seek licenses the knowledge by those music users that they must obtain authorization

and agree to pay for their music use is factor that permits the marketplace to operate properly

for small player among giants To impose upon SESAC burdensome remedies reserved for

antitrust law violators without determination of wrongdoing by the Department of Justice or

any court would turn the judicial system upside down On the other hand to the extent that

music users have incentives to avoid taking SESAC license which would be the result if

SESAC misjudged the level of license fees that competition would allow the threat of copyright

infringement is itself competitive constraint on SESAC Ironically system of automatic

licensing would undermine this constraint

Would SESAC agree to refrain from suing any user for infringing work that was not

included in its database

ANSWER

Yes SESAC would agree to refrain from suing any user for infringing work that had

not yet been listed in its database notwithstanding the fact that there are writers whose SESAC

affiliation is so well known that music users should not be excused from either presumption or

actual knowledge that their works whether newly written or released from another PRO are

in the SESAC repertory However once song is included in the database there should be no

further safe haven It should always be the obligation of the music user in the first instance to

determine the identity of and obtain authorization either directly from the copyright owner or

through the appropriate PRO before publicly performing the song this is fundamental concept

of property law generally and of copyright law specifically The Supreme Court in rejecting

challenges to the lawfulness of blanket licenses noted that one of the benefits to competition that

is made possible through the use of blanket licenses is the greatly improved ability of copyright

owners to enforce their copyrights violation of copyright can be redressed far more
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efficiently when the copyright is one of thousands represented by PRO who can enforce the

copyrights more efficiently than an owner of single copyright

SESAC undertakes to maintain the accuracy of its database by updating it in timely

fashion However given the fact that compositions are constantly added to the database any

iapshotQ1 curren information would as practicable matter be quickly rendered out-of-

date The better analogy would be to view the database as an ever-changing movie as opposed to

snapshot Accuracy of databases in fact has been continuing bone of contention between

SESAC and ASCAP Despite numerous requests from SESAC ASCAP in the past continued to

list songwriters and repertory that had moved from ASCAP to SESAC thus misleading music

users who relied to their detriment on ASCAPs database in attempting to discern and pay the

correct PRO for the music that they intended to use This misrepresentation was willful as

proven by the fact that at one point ASCAP removed the misinformation only to reinstate it at

later date in its database

Has SESAC ever offered per-program licenses or does it intend to at some point in the

future Would SESAC support requirement that all PROs offer per-program licenses

ANSWER

The Radio Music License Committee complains of its members lack of free choice to

license one or several copyrighted works and other large industry organizations make similar

complaints There is no legal requirement to offer per program license in order to make the

offer of blanket license lawful The efforts by the rate court judge to encourage ASCAP and

BMI to offer per program licenses must be understood in the context of the continuing concern

by the court and by the Department of Justice over those PROs market power An essential

element of the lawfulness of blanket licenses as noted by the Supreme Court is the enormous

efficiency that is obtained when many thousands of copyrighted works are combined in license

that is available to many types of users To the extent that per program licenses comprise

smaller sectors of copyrighted works or types of users or both the efficiencies of such licenses

diminish Nevertheless SESAC has offered an appropriate per program license to respond to

the requirements of its customers thus demonstrating that SESACs business model does not

restrain competition and indeed fosters it

SESAC has developed what amounts to second generation per program license for

the local television industry As result of arms length negotiations with the TMLC

approximately ten years ago SESAC agreed in 1996 to offer form of per program license to

local television stations The license that SESAC continues to offer to TMLC members is

departure from and significant improvement upon the Consent Decree form of per

program license The ASCAP and BMI per program licenses require stations to furnish the

amounts of program revenues to ASCAP and BMI permit audits by ASCAP and BMI and

permit ASCAP and BMI each to claim 100% of the same programs revenue for fee

calculation purposes if any percentage of ASCAP or BMI music is contained in program

SESAC examined the ostensible purpose of the per program license to permit music

user to pay only for the actual music contained in program and crafted license that

effectively sought payment solely for SESACs actual share of music in programs broadcast by
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each respective television station SESACs license would not cost millions of dollars to create

or millions of dollars to administer it would not require the television stations to share their

revenue figures with SESAC and would not permit SESAC to audit the television stations

program revenues Unlike the ASCAP and BMI per program licensing systems which impose

enormous expense in time and money the rate court awarded ASCAP over $4.6 million for the

associated costs related to per program license administration SESACs approach to the

valuation of its music simply asks for an allocable share of fees for its affiliates music in

programs reflected in the cue sheets and avoids the imposition of millions of dollars in

associated per program license costs on the TMLCs members

The transaction costs attributable to SESACs alternative system are negligible for all

parties By contrast the TMLCs desired imposition upon SESAC of mirror image of the

ASCAP and BMI per program licenses would be administratively impracticable SESAC has

developed an equitable model that properly weighs local television programs in relation to the

value that those programs contribute to the bottom line revenue of individual station licensees

the ease of its application is what makes this model so truly innovative Indeed the former

executive director of the TMLC frankly admitted to SESAC that if SESACs approach to

broadcast licensing were employed by ASCAP and BMI it would lead to the most equitable and

efficient system for the broadcasters

Unfortunately instead of permitting this allocation of local television license fees on

simple cost effective and equitable pay for what you use basis the TMLC rejected SESACs
method of per program licensing Instead the TMLC determined to allocate the SESAC total

industry fees through its own arcane methods during thç course of negotiations the TMLC
insisted that it alone would retain the right to allocate SESAC license fees among its members

whereas SESAC had undertaken the allocation process under the prior agreement with the

TMLC SESAC believes that it is the TMLCs fee allocation process and methodology that is

anticompetitive serving to favor certain music users over others and seeking to address the

competing interests of its members by disregarding their respective actual music use In this

respect the TMLC acts as classic cartel to regulate its members license fees and thus

collectively determine the incentives that each member has to use SESACs music This is the

essence of anticompetitive behavior The TMLCs allocation does disservice to many of its

constituent stations because it is not transparent and not consistent with SESACs calculation of

actual music use It also creates ill will on the part of those stations who could not be blamed

for assuming that the fees set forth in their SESAC bill were calculated and allocated by SESAC
and not by the TMLC Perhaps the unhappiness with SESAC about which the TMLC purports

to complain on behalf of its local station members is rooted in the TMLCs inequitable allocation

of SESAC license fees upon its less influential members

SESAC does not and is not required to offer cookie cutter version of the per
program license imposed by the Department of Justice in the ASCAP and BMI Consent

Decrees Again SESAC would not agree to the imposition of such punitive remedy The basis

for the per program license requirement is the Department of Justices determination that

ASCAP and BMI by reason of their size and the entrenched power that they exercise to this day
should continue to be fenced in with regulations that would be not required of other entities

The Supreme Courts decision upholding the legality of blanket licensing was not conditioned
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upon PROs offer of alternative licenses other than arguably the option of direct licensing by

ASCAP and BMI affiliates In competitive marketplace where no entity was trying to

monopolize the business no PRO would be required to offer licenses that matter of business

judgment it did not wish to offer

In any event SESAC routinely offers licenses crafted for the unique needs of its music

user customers to the mutual satisfaction of those customers and SESAC songwriter and music

publisher affiliates

How does SESACs presence impact the music performing rights marketplace in the

United States

ANSWER

SESAC has competed through technological innovation better service to songwriter and

music publisher affiliates and efficiency in licensing SESAC is small business which has

market share of approximately 5% of performing rights revenues and which competes against

two dominant and monopolistic organizations Despite or perhaps because of SESACs

position it has brought several significant innovations to the marketplace for music users

SESAC has enhanced competition resulting in songwriters and music publishers being given

choice and freedom of movement between PROs As for-profit company SESAC is not

tethered to the past or guided by the status quo By contrast SESACs two competitors have an

entrenched way of doing business that has barely changed in decades

For example SESAC was the first PRO to adopt digital fingerprinting as means of

identifying and tracking broadcast music use It did so after both ASCAP and BMI had refused

to adopt this technology Today digital fingerprinting is universally recognized music

recognition tool used by all three PROs as well as broadcasters and advertising agencies

Additionally SESAC pays its songwriter and music publisher affiliates more quickly than either

ASCAP or BMI who choose to pay from six to nine months in arrears By contract SESAC

pays 90 days after each corresponding quarter Moreover when one of SESACs affiliates

chooses to leave SESAC unlike ASCAP will pay for every day that his or her musical

compositions were represented by SESAC and the affiliate is entitled to immediately take the

entire musical catalog to the other PRO SESACs policy permitting free and unfettered

movement of affiliates among the PROs enhances the competitive landscape for all songwriters

publishers and music licensees including TMLC members Also by increasing competition for

the business of songwriters and music publishers SESAC creates greater incentives for those

individuals to increase their creation of new works

As for-profit company SESAC recognizes that it must also seek to serve the needs of

its music users its licensees are customers not adversaries SESAC has attempted to listen to its

customers and has introduced several innovative music licenses to meet their requests The first

was SESACs mini blanket license offered to Hispanic broadcasters who had complained that

they did not need or want to pay for access to large catalog of ASCAP and BMI English-

language music that they did not and could not use The SESAC license allows them to pay only

for their actual use of SESAC music Similarly when the TMLC requested license that

charged only for the actual percentage of SESAC music use in television program type of
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license that is not offered by either ASCAP or BMI SESAC created and offered such license

Unfortunately the TMLC demanded that it not SESAC determine the fee allocation among its

member stations and refused to allocate the license fees in accordance with actual station music

use Rather the TMLC insisted on an arcane method that allocated portion of the SESAC

license fee to its member stations based upon their average station size regardless of whether

their use of SESAC music was large small or nonexistent This illogical method breeds ill will

with the TMLCs membership and flies in the face of the TMLCs purported goal to pay only for

the music its members use

SESAC has created unique one of kind licenses for business operators in the airline

industry the restaurant industry the hospitality industry the broadcast and cable television

industries and many other industries to which it supplies licensing services SESACs success

in fact depends upon its ability to deliver the licensing services required by the music user at

cost that is mutually agreed upon through the give and take of the negotiation process SESAC is

the quintessential model of an innovative American small business operating successfully and

providing needed competition in challenging industry

SESAC testified and SESACs website states that SESAC uses monitoring by BDS to

determine the extent to which music in the SESAC repertory is performed on radio stations

Based upon this information

What percentage of total feature performances identified by BDS on radio stations

are performances of compositions in the SESAC repertory Please provide data

for 2004 2002 2000 and 1998 Feature performances refer to performances

where the primary focus of the audiences attention is on the musical

performance

ANSWER

SESAC lacks sufficient data to respond accurately concerning 1998 For 2000

2002 and 2004 SESACs percentage of BDS-tracked performances on English-

language formatted radio stations ranged from approximately 2% in 2000 to

approximately 4% in 2004

What percentage of total feature performances identified by BDS on radio stations

are performances of compositions in the SESAC repertory that are not split

works that also appear in the ASCAP or BMI repertory Please provide data for

2004 2002 2000 and 1998

ANSWER

All PROs represent split works split work is copyrighted musical

composition created by more than one songwriter/composer which is represented

by more than one PRO by virtue of the chosen affiliations of those

songwriter/composers who created it Split works have become the norm in many

popular genres of music For example in Country Music RB Top 40 and

Rock it has become standard fare that copyrighted compositions have more than
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one composer and often more than one music publisher with interests in the

copyrights SESAC like ASCAP and BMI does not require its composer and

music publisher affiliates to collaborate only with other SESAC affiliates when

creating or publishing music

Songwriters have the ability to switch affiliations among PROs and may bring

their catalogs of music to new PRO Accordingly it is difficult to determine the

percentage of songs that are split works when the royalties are actually paid

However SESAC has no reason to believe that its proportionate share of split

works is any different than the proportionate share of split works administered by

ASCAP or BMI In any event all parties having an ownership interest in

copyrighted composition are entitled and deservedly so to be paid for their

proportionate ownership share

How much did SESAC collect from commercial radio stations in 2004 2003 2002 2000

and 1998

ANSWER

In 2004 SESAC collected approximately 4% of the music performance rights fees paid

by the English-language formatted radio industry For each of the other years in question

SESAC collected license fees in approximate proportion to its share of music use in the English-

language formatted radio industry

Considering only radio stations with classical music format what percentage of total

feature performances of musical compositions on such radio stations were performances of

compositions in the SESAC repertory What percentage of total feature performances of

musical compositions on such radio stations were performances of compositions in the SESAC

repertory that are not split works that also appear in the ASCAP or BMI repertory Please

provide data for 2004 2002 2000 and 1998

ANSWER

SESAC does not have such data BDS the technology by which SESAC tracks

performances does not conduct surveys of classical music stations Out of more than twelve

thousand radio stations in the United States there are only 143 classical music stations 117 are

operated as non-commercial non-profit stations 102 of which are affiliates of National Public

Radio National Public Radio stations enjoy special treatment their license fees are negotiated

in bloc by representatives of National Public Radio the Public Broadcasting System and the

Corporation for Public Broadcasting resulting in negotiated flat sum fees paid for five-year

license terms Of the remaining 26 commercial classical music radio stations 10 stations are

eligible for license fee discounts as result of negotiations concluded on their behalf between

SESAC and the National Religious Broadcast Music License Committee SESAC does not have

any information regarding split works in the classical music genre SESAC would note

however that many classical music works performed on the radio are actually fully protected

copyrighted arrangements of compositions that might or might not have entered into the public

domain SESAC has no reason to believe that its proportionate share of split works in the
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classical genre is any different than the proportionate share of split works administered by

ASCAP or BMI

The TMLC testified that SESAC is the only organization that operates with profit

motive Can SESAC tell me how much profit it made in comparison to the other parties

testifying

ANSWER

SESAC does not know how much profit it made in comparison to the other parties

testifying Stephen Swid SESACs Chairman and CEO stated in his oral testimony before this

Subcommittee on May 11 2005 that SESAC is for-profit company as are 99.9% of its

licensees In fact the broadcasters including CBS NBC ABC Fox The Tribune Company
Newsweek etc reported in their 2003 annual reports multiple billions of dollars in profits from

their local television stations Moreover ASCAP and BMI recently reported that they each had

retained approximately $100 million of revenue after distributions to song writers and music

publishers

SESAC hopes that these responses will be helpful in providing additional information to

Subcommittee and would be willing to meet with the Chairman and/or other members of the

Subcommittee to discuss these responses in more detail SESAC would request that it be

permitted to submit under seal any information sought by the Subcommittee that is confidential

and proprietary information concerning its internal business operations
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Background and Experience

My name is Steven Blatter Senior Vice President of Music Programming

at Sirius Satellite Radio Inc Sirius My whole 20 year career has been in radio

primarily in programming but also in marketing promotion and online have worked

as Program Director for local terrestrial radio stations in New York and Los Angeles as

well as in national syndication and network operations For the last three years have

been employed by Sirius beginning as Vice President and moving up to Senior Vice

President approximately two years ago As will explain below Sirius is not just radio

but we are special form of radio that offers great deal more than traditional radio

adding enormous value for both listeners and record companies and providing access to

creative works not otherwise available

am responsible for the content of all 64 of the Sirius music channels

created in the United States and my testimony will focus on them Sirius also carries five
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music channels created in Canada but my testimony focuses on the area where my

knowledge is greatest supervise approximately 200 employees including two senior

directors each of whom is responsible for about half the music channels several

directors who each handle genre or two format managers who handle one to three

channels and coordinators who put the music into playable form for our operation also

supervise team of producers who create all the interstitial elements heard between the

songs on each of our channels as well as our talent and industry relations group whose

primary function is to work with the music community to arrange artist interviews and

live performances that typically originate from our broadcast studios in New York also

work with agents managers and the Sirius human relations department in recruiting our

on-air talent producers programmers and other creative staff

In addition to my supervisory role am responsible for determining the

formats for each of our music channels the creation of new radio formats as well as

channels and programs we co-produce with recording artists such as Eminem 50 Cent

Little Steven Van Zandt Jimmy Buffett The Rolling Stones and The Who The channels

and programs we co-produce with these artists contribute greatly to the Sirius listening

experience and give our listeners access to music not available on terrestrial radio

My entire career has required me to deal directly and extensively with

recording companies and their executives and radio promotion teams It has been

important for me to understand their motivations and business models as well as those of

my employers in terrestrial radio At Sirius have continued to interact directly with the

record labels and also to supervise persons who interact with record labels on daily
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basis have directly observed what does and does not motivate the labels and have

participated in two decades of discussions with them also pay close attention to label

activities by regularly reading trade press

My career has required me to understand how Americans use the radio

medium The appeal of radio stations including Sirius is measured by the popularity of

station with its targeted audience The job of radio programmer is to identify the

target
audience of particular channel understand what attracts them and develop full

experience that engages that audience Again have observed the process for two

decades seeing what does and does not work for my own employers and for competitors

have also paid close attention to the trade press over the years where the actions of

Programmers are closely monitored and documented also supervise and work with the

extensive listener research we conduct to evaluate new formats and identify the most

attractive music for those formats

Summary of Testimony

Each of Sirius 64 music channels offers listening experience that is

designed to create highly satisfactory listening experience for the intended audience of

the channel We put enormous resources effort and creativity into crafting each of our

64 music channels Creating the experience that Sirius channel delivers is demanding

and expensive task Beyond the huge investment in technology physical infrastructure

and financing lies the creative input of dozens of radio professionals ranging from those

who develop the basic channel concept to the channel programmers that select and for

most channels direct the hosts or DJs who provide commentary and select and sequence
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the music for each hour of the day There are also producers who write and create all the

interstitial material heard between songs that help create the attitude for each channel In

addition promotions are developed on the appropriate channels to further enhance the

listening experience We make this enormous effort because we are acutely aware that

music as such is widely available for free particularly on terrestrial radio The value

created in producing our music channels is critical to our ability to attract and retain

subscribers

The distinctive music formats for each of our 64 music channels are

determined through proprietary research and the past experiences of our expert

programmers Our research uses both on-line and in-person survey formats as well as

review of the trade press and other public sources Each radio station is built by

populating library of music for the channel This library is maintained and updated

using our own listener research as well as public sources such as the trade press and

information from record company promoters as discuss below Criteria such as tempo

texture loudness/softness familiarity popularity and compatibility are used to determine

the viability of each song being considered for airplay

The music library for each channel is actively managed and modified by

music programmer on daily basis Within the stations music universe programmers

arrange particular pieces with an eye to the characteristics of each e.g tempo era

gender and lyrical conent along with special programs such as artist interviews live

performances and countdown shows so the DJ/host can develop the specific listening

experience that attracts subscribers to that station Importantly the Sirius experience can
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be sustained and intensified because in contrast to terrestrial radio it is not interrupted by

commercials This also creates greater listener satisfaction and helps us attract and retain

subscribers even though music is available for free on terrestrial radio

Airplay on radio has continually proven to be the biggest driver of record

sales As result record companies have large operations specifically charged with

obtaining radio airplay typically organized with regional operations under national

direction They also use independent promoters to encourage radio programmers to play

their music Record companies give Sirius and other broadcasters their recordings for

free often weeks before public release in hopes of generating pre-release demand The

labels know from experience that it is incredibly difficult to break new album without

extensive airplay Many of the most influential executives at the major labels tend to be

those who have demonstrated an ability to get music played on the radio In my career

in radio programming culminating in my position in charge of programming the 64 U.S

Sirius music channels the drive of record labels for airplay has been constant theme

10 Satellite radio is of course form of radio Sirius competes for listeners

with and is directly comparable to terrestrial radio We do everything terrestrial radio

does and more The major record labels rely on their radio promotion operations to work

with Sirius typically from their national office or as part of their New York regional

effort Both listeners and the labels think of Sirius as form of radio Sirius airplay now

is reflected in chart positions in Billboard its sister publication Radio and Records and

Mediabase In trade advertising created by many record companies that target terrestrial

radio programmers airplay on Sirius is now expressly noted
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11 Although Sirius is form of radio it offers significant additional promotional

benefits to record companies that terrestrial radio cannot provide

Unlike most terrestrial radio as each song plays Sirius continuously

displays the title and the artist on its digital display This makes it easier

for listener to remember the song and artist that is playing Over the

years the record labels have expressed their concern with traditional

radios inability to provide such information for each song played In

addition to not having the technical capabilities to display such

information traditional radio DJs often strive for pace and tend not to

verbally identify the music they play

All music radio stations strive for distinct stationality that adds to the

listening experience Because Sirius has many channels stationality can

be much more targeted than traditional radio Also the absence of

commercials means the Sirius aesthetic experience is more sustained and

fully developed Music heard in this context allows us to create an even

more satisfying listening experience The greater listener satisfaction

explains why subscribers are willing to purchase Sirius radios and pay

subscription fees when music can be heard for free on terrestrial radio

Sirius 64 music channels include specialized formats that let us play new

or emerging artists that are not yet popular enough to be included on the

playlists of terrestrial radio stations that cover relatively broad formats

Record company promoters are very aware of our specialized channels

and systematically attempt to place emerging artists on more specialized

channels long before they might appear on terrestrial radio

Sirius gets much deeper into the catalog than terrestrial radio With 64

channels of music each channel can be more specialized and dig down to

music terrestrial radio would never use This exposure is to persons who

have selected that specialized channel and hence are most likely to

appreciate and purchase that music

Because our music stations are supported by subscription fees not

advertising we can serve listener interests providing mixes of music that

often do not fit with the advertising interests of banks automobile

dealerships supermarkets and other businesses that provide the core

advertising for local terrestrial radio stations Our music channels are

listener driven not advertiser driven

The availability of 64 distinct stations seems to encourage an active

process of listener choice perhaps because the choice is more meaningful

One of the 64 Sirius channels is more likely to satisfy particular
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listeners interests than one of half-dozen ordinary formats As result

Sirius listeners seem to be more engaged and they more quickly become

familiar with the music Sirius plays

12 Because of my job and experience my testimony will focus on the Sirius

music channels and on dealings with the record companies will discuss how

developing and presenting those channels is in itself highly creative demanding and

expensive process Importantly however that is just part of our overall business To

make music channels possible enormous technical regulatory and financial challenges

must be overcome And to make music channels feasible large pool of subscribers

must be developed requiring extensive and expensive marketing efforts and huge

investment in the kinds of distinctive and exclusive non-musical features such as

Howard Stern and the NFL that drive subscriptions In short as shown in the web pages

that are SIR Ex 28 musical recordings are just one component of the value we deliver

and our contribution is just one part of the whole

The Sirius Music Channels

13 Sirius has 69 are music stations without commercials 64 are produced by

Sirius in the US the other five are produced by our Canadian affiliate Printouts of the

web pages of some of these channels are found at SIRNSS Ex

14 Of those music stations some are devoted exclusively or almost so to music

recorded before 1972 These include Sirius Gold and 60s Vibrations

15 Other music stations make substantial use of pre-1972 recordings

approximately 50% or more of the recordings played These include
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Classic Vinyl

The Vault

Rolling Stones Radio

The Who Channel

Sirius Blues

Standard Time

Broadways Best

16 Additional Sirius music channels use significant amount of pre-1972

recordings approximately 25% or more of the recordings played These include

Movin Easy

Underground Garage

The Roadhouse

Soul Town

17 Our music channels are not limited to recorded music We have studios

for live performances and hundreds of such performances are broadcast each year

18 We also have developed channels and programs in conjunction with well

known artists such as Jimmy Buffett Eminem 50 Cent Steven Van Zandt the Who and

the Rolling Stones as well as the Metropolitan Opera In addition to bringing their

creative talents to bear on shaping the overall listening experience these artists also make

available range of unreleased recordings that listeners otherwise could not access For

example The Who channel broadcasts two hours per day of live music that is not
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commercially available Met Opera Radio broadcasts about 12 hours per day of pieces

that are either live or recordings exclusive to radio on Sirius and Radio Margaritaville

airs about three hours per day of live songs

19 Sirius has carefully chosen the formats of its 64 U.S music channels to

provide breadth and quality of musical choice that is not and inherently cannot be

provided by traditional radio

20 given station or channel must have enough listeners to be economically

viable on local market level Even public radio faces funding constraints Sirius can

reach millions of subscribers with its national signal and that number is growing Our

national audience is large enough to support many different musical channels with

distinctive formats

21 By contrast the audience in typical local markets for terrestrial radio is

much smaller so that only few channels and formats can be supported The tendency is

for each market to sustain several stations with formats intended to appeal to large

audience segments perhaps with few specialty formats supported by institutions such

as colleges or by local ethnic concentrations Even in major urban area such as

Washington D.C it is difficult for most listeners to terrestrial radio to receive more than

15 different music formats and the selections in much of the country can be far fewer

22 Some of the omissions forced by the constraints on terrestrial radio are

striking For example the two largest local markets in the U.S New York and Los

Angeles lack any country music format Eight of the ten largest U.S markets lack

dance music format Of the ten largest markets only New York and San Francisco have
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dance stations Five of the ten largest markets now lack an oldies format Finally four of

the top ten markets Philadelphia Houston Detroit and Atlanta do not have classical

music station One can readily imagine the situation in the great majority of traditional

U.S radio markets where there may be only four to ten quality music channels versus the

69 available on Sirius

23 The constraints imposed by the limited number of signals interacts with

the constraints imposed by the fact that terrestrial radio is advertiser driven The types of

businesses that provide the revenue backbone for terrestrial radio are led by the

demographics of their best customers and by considerations of image to focus on certain

music formats For example single format focused on playing both alternative rock

and hip-hop will likely produce listeners who are 16 to 24 year old males In most

markets it is extremely difficult to find enough local advertisers interested in that

demographic to support financially viable local radio station Further music tastes for

most consumers are defined during teen years and terrestrial radio is losing this audience

during this critical period This is clearly demonstrated by the declining usage of

terrestrial radio by younger demographics across America Sirius currently dedicates 10

of its music channels to younger demographics including Sirius Hits-i Octane Alt

Nation Hard Attack Faction Hip Hop Nation Shade 45 Hot Jamz Revolution and Kids

Stuff

24 In all markets and particularly in smaller markets satellite radio provides

access to music that listeners would otherwise never encounter and hence would have

no opportunity to come to like or to purchase Sirius thus greatly expands the musical
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opportunities of its listeners In addition to the young demographic channels described

above Sirius offers numerous channels dedicated to styles of music that are typically not

available on terrestrial radio including Classical Reggae Standards Dance Classic

Country Outlaw Country New Age Jazz Jam bands Garage Rock Heavy Metal

Electronic Gospel Broadway/Show Tunes Blues Christian Pop and Rock and

Bluegrass By expanding the musical opportunities of listeners in this way Sirius

provides airplay and ultimately sales and resulting royalty payments for artists who

likely would not be heard on terrestrial radio

Creating and Maintaining Sirius Music Channel

25 Each Sirius music channel starts with distinctive format developed to

attract and hold the loyalty of viable audience segment The format may be particular

musical era e.g the 50s genre e.g opera or hard rock artist e.g The Who Rolling

Stones or desired mood e.g romance relaxation or party time In each case there is

clearly defined format which shapes the channel in multiple ways

The format defines the universe of music the programmers will draw

upon for example opera hard rock or show tunes

The format also helps define the overall energy level of the channel

whether it is edgy and energetic or laid back and mellow

The format suggests the appropriate hosts or DJs for the channel and

guides their style of announcing An alternative rock station calls for

different personalities and styles than standards from the 40s Sirius

makes major investment in identifying and recruiting top quality and

highly experienced on-air talent and our programmers and other creative

workers support that talent

With two exceptions the format of Sirius music channel also includes

production elements or interstitial pieces heard between the songs that

further position and image the channel for the intended audience
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Channels have their own station voice and slogans while others also

employ custom singing jingles that help enhance the mood of the channel

The format for channel also guides the types of special programming

that may be created and scheduled Artists often participate in interviews

and host special programs such as countdown shows on our more

foreground formats like Top 40 modern rock new country and hip-hop

station with an edgy or party persona can use contests that would not

work as well on classical station

All of these factors work together to enhance the stationality of each

station make the listening experience more attractive to the target

audience and permit meaningful and satisfactory channel choices by the

listener

26 Selecting music to implement the format is difficult and ongoing task

carried out by our music programming specialists It is not enough just to rotate down an

alphabetical list of pieces that are within the universe defined by the concept Nor will

random play work Instead programmers who are deeply familiar with the universe of

music bring both scientific and artistic judgment to bear to create musical flow and

mood

For example tempo is important Too many slow or fast pieces in row often

may be boring though sometimes may create and sustain mood Rapid

alteration may be jarring

Other qualities of the music also must be considered It may be undesirable to

string together series of artists with given characteristic male female group

duets

The themes and story lines of songs also must be considered Putting the wrong

songs in sequence may produce unintended effects ranging from jarring to

humorous

We utilize software called MusicMaster that helps in the rotation and sequencing

of songs for each music channel While this software helps programmers manage
their music libraries and facilitates the music scheduling process it is no

substitute for the informed judgment of programmers with in-depth knowledge of

the genre In fact every hour of music scheduled across all 64 Sirius music

channels is carefully reviewed and hand massaged by Sirius programmer before

it airs
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We also do substantial listener research in an effort to understand how our

formats are perceived and what appeals to various listener groups For example

we regularly conduct surveys either on-line or in person We back that effort up
with research into what is working in terrestrial radio This includes our own

review of publicly reported charts and airplay information from sources such as

Mediabase And as discuss below record company promoters provide airplay

and other information to our programmers on regular basis

27 Hosts or DJs must understand the music the audience and the flow of the

program Sometimes humor is called for sometimes not Often the needed humor is

light quip sometimes it is raucous rant Some channels call for an emphasis on facts

on others the host must emote Everything that is said must implement the format of the

channel and enhance the overall listener experience As already noted Sirius hires top

quality on-air personalities to present music and provide our listeners with additional

information about each artist and song played in passionate and engaging manner We

also give our on-air personalities extensive direction and other support to help them best

communicate to their audience

28 Special programming such as live performances interviews contests and

the like can be important but must be carefully tailored to the channel and its format

Artist interview bookings and on-air promotions are handled by two distinct departments

with approximately ten employees who are charged with creation and development of

such programming

29 channel must be promoted both to current listeners and to others who

may become regular listeners if they sample the channel This requires variety of

tactics
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The channel must have short name that captures its format For

example Hard Attack or Chill

Typically distinctive logo is developed that must be associated with the

name so as to permit instant visual identification

The name and logo must be supported by additional catch phrases or

similar items that are used repeatedly and that become associated with the

channel Some of these may remain in use for years Others may become

stale and be rotated out

30 Sirius devotes resources to all of these matters because experience has

shown that they are critical to satisfying listeners and they fundamentally shape how

listeners perceive and respond to the music In the right restaurant with the right

ambiance and menu diner may find escargot delicious and even be motivated to try

serving it at home But in other situations the same diner might find the same snail

unappetizing or even revolting Much the same is true of music Sirius works with

music but that is just small part of the experience Sirius channel delivers

How Sirius Benefits Recording Sales

31 Most consumers typically do not decide to purchase music based on

story in newspaper or magazine the music industry understands that radio airplay is the

number one driver of recording sales Of course some artists have established

followings that wait for their next release It is also possible to sample CDs at record

stores and online Still the simple fact is that radio airplay sells music Certainly the

record labels believe this leading to their extensive efforts to obtain airplay that discuss

later

32 Sirius provides all of the promotional benefits of terrestrial radio exposure

but even more so For example
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Sirius displays the name of the artist and song continuously during play If

the listener is interested he or she does not have to try to remember what the

DJ said before play began or hope that it is mentioned after play ends The

information is immediately available when desired

Because Sirius offers 64 music channels with distinct and defined formats it

is much more likely that listener who has chosen given channel will be

attracted to music played on that channel By contrast terrestrial radio

typically offers fewer and less defined choices so listeners may be much less

attracted to music the station plays

Music within given format is presented in an optimum setting in terms of

surrounding pieces hosting and overall station personality The experience

will also not be preceded or followed by jarring commercials This gives the

music the best possible opportunity to appeal to the listener Thus the value

we add provides direct promotional benefit to the record companies as well

as to our listeners

Sirius 64 different and distinct music channels allow us to go much deeper

into the music catalog terrestrial station with broad format has to look for

material that will appeal to relatively broad audience By contrast the self-

selected group listening to more focused Sirius channel is more likely to

appreciate music within the format that has less general appeal

Similarly our specialized channels allow us to play up and coming artists who

are often not receiving airplay on terrestrial radio stations with broader

formats This exposure can give impetus to the emerging artist and lead to

broader exposure There have been situations in which Sirius airplay of an

unsigned artist has led to contract with major recording company For

example the band Evans Blue was signed by major label after their self

created album received airplay on Sirius Octane channel In such situation

the recording company gets an artist that has already proven itself on the radio

and increases the likelihood of the band receiving airplay elsewhere

The care and resources we devote to programming and the specialized nature

of many of our channels augment the reputations of our DJs or hosts As they

become opinion leaders for their audiences their favorable views of an artist

or song can be very influential in motivating sales Approval from such an

opinion leader provides promotion that is likely to be more effective than paid

commercial advertising by the record labels

Ratings by third party providers do not drive our music programming

decisions so that Sirius is free to take more chances with new music

emerging and unknown artists and music that has not yet climbed the

national music charts
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Sirius subscriber typically will be someone who values Sirius broadcasts

enough to pay for them and moreover will have money to spend for music

entertainment Such person is an attractive potential customer

33 Chart position has an important effect on music sales Some customers

are directly motivated to purchase highly charted music But beyond that many

terrestrial radio stations rely on chart position to select the universe of music their station

will play The most obvious is Top 40 station but other types of station formats

focus on music that presently is relatively highly charted

Airplay on Sirius now is taken into account when weekly charts are compiled

by Billboard/Radio Records and Mediabase the two primary sources for

chart information used by record labels and radio programmers When Sirius

plays song its spin count increases and chart position is affected When

songs spin count and chart position increase other programmers are more

easily encouraged to play the song and that ultimately drives greater record

sales

Also Sirius is recognized as leader in music selection SIR NSS Ex
contains examples of record company advertising that emphasizes airplay on

Sirius as reason that other programmers should expose the work or artist

When our leadership causes terrestrial radio stations to play particular song
the result is higher chart position for that song

Promotional Efforts By Record Companies

34 Record companies are acutely aware of how important airplay is to

generating record sales and they go to great lengths to seek it This has been going on

since long before became involved in radio Efforts directed at Sirius have continued

and intensified during my time at Sirius as our listener base expands and as the record

companies become more aware of the unique benefits Sirius offers

35 To begin with the record companies consistently provide music

recordings to Sirius for free in the obvious hope that we will play and thereby promote
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what we have been provided In fact we often receive songs weeks before public release

in the hope that airplay on Sirius will generate interest and demand before the album is

commercially released

36 Recording companies have divisions devoted to obtaining radio airplay for

their releases Typically these divisions are organized by region with national operation

to supervise and assist as needed Some companies have separate new media

promotional groups but Sirius now is virtually always the responsibility of the radio

promotion departments Either Sirius is assigned to the national group or to the New

York regional promotion person

37 Record industry promoters aggressively communicate to our programmers

their desire for us to play their music These efforts are part of carefully calculated

promotional efforts The promoters will promote particular songs for particular channels

making case that given song will succeed with the channels audience The record

company promotional representatives are under tremendous pressure to seek airplay on

radio When radio programmer does not agree with record label promotion person it

is not unusual for the promotional rep to escalate the call to the programmers supervisor

and at times to me as the head of music programming On occasion these calls can get

contentious reflecting the high value the record companies place on radio airplay and the

pressure their promoters are under to get music played on Sirius

38
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39 Record companies often complain that terrestrial radio stations have very

limited playlists But terrestrial radio which has to play music that appeals to relatively

broad audiences typically cannot afford to play pieces with narrow appeal The record

companies know however that many of our channels are more specialized They

initially will promote newer artists for more specialized stations hoping that they will

generate interest in their most likely audience and perhaps eventually graduate to

broader formats and terrestrial radio

40 In an effort to gain airplay record company reps will often make their

artists available to participate in special programming that will air exclusively on Sirius

and also provide prizes for use in on-air promotions For example
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Sirius adds value by arranging for artist interviews and live performances

from our studios The record companies regularly arrange for appearances by

artists we are willing to play For example from January through October

18 of this year over 800 record company artists visited our studios for

interviews and/or performances These events add value for our listeners but

also gave promotional value to the record companies

On some stations Sirius conducts contests Record companies will regularly

provide prizes to support such contests including CDs and concert tickets

41 Record companies are so strongly motivated to obtain play on Sirius that

we have to set limits on what is acceptable For example will not approve accepting

free travel to view artists in concert In fact over the years record companies have

pushed so hard for radio airplay that legal restrictions have been adopted The New York

Attorney General Eliot Spitzer has recently obtained consent decrees from major labels

restricting some of their promotional practices directed toward obtaining air time On

October 20 2006 the New York Times carried an article entitled CBS Radio Tightens

Policies in Settlement Over Payola that briefly summarizes some recent developments

noting that such issues arise as music executives compete fiercely to land their songs on

limited radio station playlists

42 Record companies typically focus their promotional efforts on new music

rather than their existing catalog As result vast array of older music is unknown and

thus effectively unavailable to many listeners Our specialized formats dig much deeper

into the catalog exposing older songs to the public And of course the record

companies benefit from resulting sales on which they expended no promotional effort

43 The labels explicitly recognize our promotional contributions Sirius

frequently receives thanks from record companies and their artists for our contributions to
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their success Indeed when record companies issue gold or platinum records to

recognize sales milestones they sometimes send them to radio stations and we regularly

receive such gold or platinum records at Sirius

Conclusion

44 In short developing and implementing unique and compelling radio

format for all 64 commercial-free Sirius music channels is highly creative and

demanding process even after the many technical promotional and financial challenges

have been overcome Our expert music programmers celebrity hosts and DJs producers

and on-air promotion and talent executives add enormous value to our music offerings

This added value both provides our subscribers with the reason to pay our fees and makes

us tremendously valuable marketing tool for the recording industry as evidenced by the

record companies constant and increasing promotional efforts
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COPYRiGHT ROYALTY BOARD
LIBRARY OF CON

Washington D.C

In the Matter of
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For New Subscription Service

______________________________________________________________________________

DECLARATION OF STEVEN BLATTER

Steven Blatter declare under penalty of perjury that the statements contained in

my Written Direct Testimony in the above-captioned matter are true and correct to the

best of my knowledge information and belief Executed this day of October 2006

at New York New York

Steven Blatter
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October 26 2006 Page of from InsWe an The Sands Report

GUEST OPINJON OP NTHE PLAYLIST most reactive and reqiested song that is dropped to

make room for song or other similar reasons doesnt

L4.ST wEEK FA1SJ-IID ARSHID HONCHO .4TArrxcA SOUND make sense playing what people react to and

W4S ASKING WHYA STATION WOULD DROP ONE OF MOST
want to hear ultimately increase hstenership drive up rev

REQUESTED SONGS AND ALSO WONDERING WHY REACTIVE enues and ratings My point is simple just pay attention

SONGS DONT BECOME FuLL-TIME ADDS His ANSWER.. to your listenership and where you are in this great coun

its the result of disconnect between the people charge
try we call America Open the playlist Give younger and

their personal tastes and opinion arid the hstenc.rchip
new bands that make sense and work hard chance Your

The results of this disconnect believe can be seen in the
listeners will tell you who that is-Ænd dont be surprised

low ratings of Alternative in Arbitron numbers in almost
if it not the bands that hearken back to the Brit pop and

every market in the country and in their dwindling profits

new wave or the grunge era you associate with

Rather than bitch session on Why My Single Didnt Get
Alternative

Added this an observation On Alternative radio in the hope that my epiphany triggers action that might return

U.S which is going through its most confused timebut the format we call Alternative back to its former glory

not because the music doesnt exist The reason is that the both musically and economically And feel free to send me

gatekeepers are not heeding the signs of changing times your thoughts and hate email at farshid@arshident.com.

What we hear on Alternative radio today reminds us of

______what used to be alternative But the musical tastes of the
________

ALT DOGGIE

demiographic targeted by Alternative stations are chang-
_____

Co RN
ing take lesson from your Urban competitors in the _______ _____

radio market Their advertising profits have skyrocketed
_____ Just in time for Halloween

NOT because they cater to an urban demographic On LIIC

______ _____ meet Dread Pirate Sadie..

contrary their listenership consists largely of suburban
______ Do ie Bark

whites and their profit comes from the middle-American .-

gg

beer money your GMs fight so hard to capture Why _____
the adopted seethea it of

How The answer is they play what these kids want to
_____ Kris Gillespie of Domino

hear what theyre engulfed in at school and the stars they
/t

Fcords who
says Sadie

emulate Hip-Hop artists the rock stars of the new gener ______
is all bark and no bite If

ation The Mash-up of Hip-Hop and Rock is the self _______ you scratch her belly

expression of new white America Specialty shows like _____
shes your friend for Life

Skratth Snifr are in the forefront of this trend Its the _____
Send your photo to

new sound weve all been waiting for Its not dated dawg@thesandsreport.com

Mailing Address The Sands Report 402-F Miller Avenue Suite u7 Mill Valley CA 94941

switcifoot

On Early kTBZ DC1O1 91X kNRK kWOD kVGS WLUM
WEND WR.OX WRAX kUCD WGRD RQXR. SIRIUS



Fdaji Febniary 24 2006

IA byKEVINCARTE
kcarteriradioandrecords.com

If you expenenced transmission Page
problems please call OUT Urnversal Motown Meets Universal Republic
Circulation Department at

After weeks of rumors and speculation ST Daily has learned that Universal Motown
fl07884625

Records Group will indeed be splitting into two separate fully functioning entities

______
Motown Records PrØsident Sylvia Rhone who was also Exec VP of Universal Records1

will now be President of Universal Motown and current Universat President Monte

Lipman will be President of the new Universal Republic Records Until 2000 Ltpman
First The Atom Now had been President of Republic Records Chuiinbawumba anyone which he started

Scientists Successfully Split with his brother Avery Republic was later soldtb Universal and Monte was elevated to

Universal Motown hi TWO President of Universal

The extensive roster of multi-genre UMRG artists will now be divided between these

Derrick Brown Escapes newly formed labels Universal Republic will now be home to many of the acts Lipman

Denver Snow For Dc has been personally involved with such as Jack Johnson Godemack Doors Down

Where Oops vmn Damian Marley Don Omar Elton John and 10 Years as well as Nina Sky Tamarand

the recently signed Prince

Universal Motowns artists will also span multiple genres Holly Stevie Wonder
Mancow Featured

Lindsay Lohan Michael McDonald Blue OctOber Jojo ChamiHionaire Erykah Radii
America Most Wanted

lndia.Arie Alum Ill Wayne David Banner and The Mars Volta as well as the Cash
No Its Not About Hun Stupid Money and Blackground imprints

Both labels with operate with separate dedicated promotion AR marketing and

Please Call 98 Rock And publicity staffs but will continue to share back-office functions such as legal and finance

Say Something Clever Rhone and Lipman will continue to report to UMRG Chairman/CEO Mel Lewtnter

They Cant Do This Atone Mr Rrown Goes To WashingtOn
Man that headline never gets old does tt Veteran PD Derrick Brown is back in the

Tonight On Coast To Coast game as the new PD.of Radio One Urban WKYS/Washington Brown most recently

AM Those Damn Aliens programmed Infinity Urban Oldies KDJM/Denver until it flipped to CoUntry as KWLI on

Stole My Pants Haley Dec. 15 After that things got weird Brown is best known for his stint as PD of ox
Urban AC WHOT Hot 05/Miami which he took to No Brown fills the gap created

RQll dMl1ll4

SHAKIRA
ft

JI1

IllS/Los ngths 60x WXICS/Roston 40x Phones
lRRE/Houstcn 40x Top Phones Y100/Miami 50x

HTISan Diego 25x iff/Salt Lake 40 SIRIUS flTS 40x

ALREAOY COtMJHTTEIJ

KZZA/flaHas Wl0U/Philadelphia WARS/Mobile
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

hereby certify that on January 17 2007 caused copies of the Public Version of Sirius

Satellite Radio Inc.s Written Direct Statement in Docket No 2005-5 CRB DTNSRA without

exhibits previously served in its entirety on October 30 2006 to be served via overnight courier

on the following parties

Kenneth Steinthal Seth Greenstein

Weil Gotshal Manges LLP Todd Anderson

201 Redwood Shores Parkway Constantine Cannon LLP

Redwood Shores CA 94065 1627 Eye Street NW 10th Floor

kenneth.steinthal@weil.com Washington DC 20006

sgreensteinconstantinecannon.com

Counsel for MTVNetworks division of tanderson@constantinecannon.com

Viacom International

Counsel for XM Satellite Radio Inc

Paul Smith

David Handzo

Thomas Perrelli

Jenner Block LLP

601 Thirteenth Street NW
Suite 1200 South

Washington DC 20005

202-639-6004

psmith@jenner.com

dhandzojenner.com

tperrellij enner.com

Counsel for SoundExchange Inc
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